Many manufacturing make their products in few locations and ship them to many different locations. In this paper we use Evolver, Excel Solver and Microsoft Solver Foundation in order to optimize transportation cost or to find the cheaper way to make and ship products to the customers and meet customers' demands. "Proplast" company that manufactures doors and windows is located in three different places; in Ferizaj, Pristina and Prizren and supplies 9 shops in Kosovë, Albania, Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia. Mathematically speaking, our goal is to find minimal transportation cost and this problem will be set up as a linear programming model with the below definition: * Minimize total production and transportation cost; * Constraints: -The amount shipped from each factory cannot exceed plant capacity, -Every shop must receive its required demand, -Transportation trucks have the limit of loading quantity and -Each shipping amount must be nonnegative. We will show Evolver, Excel Solver and Microsoft Solver Foundation results and will find the least expensive way. Also we will compare minimum and maximum cost for all software's.
Introduction
In this paper we have chosen "Proplast" company that manufactures doors and windows in three different factories and transport its products in nine different shops as shown in the map and graph below: We will utilize the power of Evolver, Microsoft Solver and Microsoft Solver Foundation in order to optimize transportation cost. Technically speaking our objective is to find a lowest logistical cost. Minimizing cost as optimization transportation problem is a classic problem in supply chain in the field of optimization. This problem is specifically essential in distribution and retail environments with the transportation management needs.
In the optimization of the supplier selection problem using discrete firefly algorithm is showing a firefly optimization based algorithm which helps to choose the proper suppliers in a case of given order quantity of a given product. The developed algorithm takes account of the minimum and maximum order quantities at the different suppliers as constraints. The algorithm takes account of the capacity and the cost of the used transport vehicles too. The article describes the operation of the algorithm and the penalty functions applied. In the last part the firefly algorithm and the solution given by the MS Excel solver's general reduced gradient and the evolutionary algorithm is compared.
Minimizing Transportation Cost for Window and Door "Proplast" Company
Mathematical expression for calculation transportation cost per unit is:
C=(ck*L) / m C -Total cost ck -Operator cost per 1 km L -Total length between factory and demand shop m -Truck Loading Capacity The total cost (C) is in proportion with the length of the routes. Operator cost (ck) includes maintenance and direct costs of operation (driver wage, fuel consumption, tires, brake shoes, etc.). Vehicle depreciation costs are included as a part of operator cost too. All cost in this paper is calculated in Euro. Based on the mathematical formula and data's we will populate the table below with the transportation cost per unit: The mathematical model for this task will look as below:
Constraints:
Transportation Cost Minimization will be calculated using Evolver, Excel Solver and MS Foundation and will set up with the below specifications:
• Target cell -Minimize total shipping cost.
• Changing cells -The amount made at every factory for shipping to every shop.
• Constraints o Shipping amount from each factory cannot exceed production factory capacity o Every demand point must receive at least its required demand o Each changing cell cannot be negative. Target Cell is in cell C25 named Total Min Cost. Changing cells are in the cells C17:H19. Constraints shown under column H named "Sent" H17:H19 are less or equal to "Capacity" in column K17:K19. Constraints in row 20 named "Received" are in the cells C20:G20 and are bigger or equal to row 22 named "Demand" in the cells C22:G22 which contains demands for each shop. Column K named "Capacity" in the cells K17:K19 is production capacity for each factory and C23 is Maximum truck transportation capacity.
Demand amount for each shop is on weekly bases. Each factory has only one heavy truck with maximum capacity of 500 units. Each factory have maximum production capacity on weekly bases; maximum capacity for factory F1 is 1300 units, maximum capacity for factory F2 is 1100 units and maximum capacity F3 is 1000 units. All above constrains are entered into Excel table below. Total minimum cost of 2,842.38 shown in cell C25 in above table is the same from three methods: Evolver, Excel Solver and MS Foundation.
Optimization with Evolver
Evolver is an advanced, yet simple-to-use optimization add-in for Microsoft Excel. Evolver uses inventive genetic algorithm (GA) and linear programming technology to quickly solve problems in finance, distribution, resource allocation, manufacturing, engineering, and more. Practically any kind of problem that can be modeled in Excel can be solved by Evolver, including otherwise impossible, complex nonlinear problems. After we get all constrains entered in evolver model and run the software we get the total minimal cost equal to 2,842.38. Adjustable Cells and Hard Constrains are shown below: 
Optimization with Excel Solver
Excel Solver is part of a suite of commands sometimes called what-if analysis tools. With Solver, you can find an optimal (maximum or minimum) value for a formula in one cell -called the target cell -subject to constraint, or limit, on the values of other formula cells on a worksheet. Solver works with a set of cells, called Changing cells or Adjustable cells that participate in computing the formulas in the objective and constraint cells. Solver adjusts the values in the changes cells to satisfy the limits on constraint cells and produce the result we want for the target cell. Table 1 and 2 will be used again in the Excel Solver. In below tables are shown Answer, Sensitivity and Limits report of the Microsoft Excel Solver. 
Conclusion
Logistical route system is flexible based on the circumstances and demands. Optimization problems in many fields can be modeled and solved using Evolver, Excel Solver or Microsoft Foundation Solver. In this paperwork we have used them to resolve logistical route optimization problem in order to reduce transportation cost. Matrices range in this paperwork is
